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Effect of confinement on charge-stabilized colloidal suspensions between two charged plates
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~Received 19 May 1998!

We study the effect of confinement on the phase behavior of a charge-stabilized colloidal suspension
between two parallel charged plates. The electrostatic interaction of the counterions with the plates induces
density inhomogeneity of the counterions. Our Monte Carlo simulations show that the external potential acting
on the colloidal particles due to this inhomogeneity inhibits theprecrystallizationtendency, a prediction that
can be verified in experiments. Our mean-field theory qualitatively accounts for the tendency to inhibit the
precrystallization.@S1063-651X~98!11609-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Monodisperse charge-stabilized colloidal suspensions
ideal model condensed matter systems to study various
librium and nonequilibrium phenomena found in atomic s
tems. This is because of the unique feature of colloidal
pensions, namely, very large length scales, for instance, l
particle size and interparticle separation~approximately
equal to the optical wavelength! and large time scale, i.e
very slow diffusion. Because of large interparticle sepa
tions, typical particle densities of the colloidal suspensio
are about 1010 times less than in an atomic system and he
their shear moduli are low. This makes colloidal suspensi
vulnerable to perturbations easily conceivable in laborat
conditions@1#.

The phase behavior of a colloidal suspension under c
finement is expected to be dramatically different from a b
system. A series of experiments by Grier and co-workers@2#
brings out even greater surprise than this simple expecta
In a recent experiment@3#, they confine a charge-stabilize
colloidal suspension within a pair of charged glass plates
drive the colloidal spheres towards the charged walls
electrophoresis. Under this metastable condition they
serve a crossover from a purely repulsive screened Coul
interaction, more popularly known as the Derjaguin-Land
Verwey-Overbeek potential@4# between a pair of colloida
spheres to an attractive interaction, fairly long-ranged pa
lel to the plates, over a region sufficiently close to the gl
plates, where the colloidal particles form crystalline layer

This intriguing observation leads us to analyze more ca
fully the consequence of the confinement effects, albei
terms of known theoretical models. It is useful to recapitul
the conventional picture due to Debye and Hu¨ckel that de-
scribes the pair interaction between colloidal spheres in
bulk. The colloidal suspension can be thought of as an
sembly of large spherical ions~macroions! surrounded by
tiny counterions, released by the macroions for ove
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charge neutrality, and additional impurity ions, all dispers
in a solvent~typically water!. For simplicity we ignore the
impurity ions. The tiny counterions screen the mutual Co
lomb interaction between the macroions. According to
linear Debye-Hu¨ckel picture@5#, in the absence of the mac
roions, the tiny counterions with mutual Coulombic intera
tion will be homogeneously distributed in space. Now su
pose that two macroions are introduced at a cert
separation. The presence of the macroions will disturb
distribution of the counterions. If the disturbance of t
counterion density from the homogeneous situation is not
large, one can write the mean-field free-energy cost of s
density inhomogeneity as a quadratic functional of the d
sity difference and calculate the equlibrium density distrib
tion of the counterions by minimizing the resulting free e
ergy. If this counterion density distribution is integrated o
of the free energy, one is left with an effective screen
Coulomb repulsion between the macroions at a separatior :
v(r )5exp(2kr)/r, where k is inverse Debye screenin
length, given byk25(4pe2/ekBT)q2r, e being the funda-
mental charge,q(51) the charge on the counterions,e the
dielectric constant of the solvent, andr the mean counterion
density. Note that 1/k is the length scale that determines t
range of the repulsion. What do we expect if such a colloi
suspension is confined between two charged plates? Du
the electrostatic interaction of the walls, the distribution
the counterions released by the walls themselves will no
homogeneous even without the macroions, the density of
counterions being larger close to the walls. The inhomo
neous counterion density profile will generate an electrost
external potential on the macroions. Furthermore, if one
sumes that two macroions are introduced, not too close to
plates, and this disturbs the counterion density profile o
slightly so that the linear Debye-Hu¨ckel picture would re-
main valid, one will still get a repulsive screened Coulom
interaction between the macroions, but now the inverse
bye screening length, being dependent on the counte
density, will be a function of the positions of the macroio
with respect to the walls by virtue of the inhomogeneity
the counterion density profile. At low density of the macr
ions, the particles will tend to inhabit the center where t
3400 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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external potential is minimum. However, with increasi
density the central layer will be unstable to the formation
side layers. The side layers will be subject to the outw
repulsion of the central layer and the inward repulsion due
the external potential. The balance between these two o
site forces would play a crucial role in the phase behavio
well as in the realization of the effect of the space-depend
screening in such systems.

We have carried out detailed Monte Carlo simulations
bring out the salient features of this competition that prov
useful insight into the role of confinement on the colloid
suspensions. We observe that the system undergoes
quence of different number of layers with increasing dens
of the macroions. The wall repulsion, however, tends to
duce the effect of the space-dependent screening, resulti
the fact that the phase behavior can be accounted for
space-independent screened Coulomb interaction but wit
effective inverse Debye screening length. Most significan
we find that the side layers do not show up any crystall
order, the so-calledprecrystallizationeffect @6#. We account
for the inhibition to precrystallization observed in our syste
through simple mean-field calculations.

Details of the derivation of the space-dependent scree
have been given by Denton and one of us@7#. We give here
only the relevant features of their derivation for the sake
clarity. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the counterio
without the macroions for a situation of two infinitel
charged walls atz56H/2 can be solved exactly to yield th
counterion density profile

rw~z!5
ekBT

4pe2

2p2

H2
sec2

pz

H
.

The corresponding electrostatic potential can be shown t
f(z)/kBT52(2/e)ln(cospz/H), which acts as an externa
potential on the macroions. The interaction potential betw
a pair of macroions, assuming a small density perturba
induced by the macroions overrw(z), is given by

V~ urW uu2rW uu8u,z,z8!5
Q2e2

e

1

r
exp@2k~z,z8!r #,

where Q is the surface charge on the macroion,r 5@(rW uu

2rW uu8)
21(z2z8)2#1/2 is the separation between two macr

ions, rW uu and rW uu8 being their planar coordinates, and

k2~z,z8!5
4pe2

ekBTF 1

z2z8
E

z

z8
dz1rw~z1!G1k0

2

is the square of thez-dependent inverse Debye screeni
length. Herek0 is the contribution to the screening from th
counterions released by the macroions of densityrM : k0

2

5(4pe2Q/ekBT)rM .

MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

The Monte Carlo simulations are performed onN5192
macroions in a parallelepiped geometry having perio
boundary condition~PBCs! in thex andy directions with the
ratio of the dimensionsLx /Ly being A3/2 and no PBCs in
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the z direction, where the particles, mutually interacting v
the space-dependent screened potential, are subject to
external potentialf(z)/kBT. The starting configuration in
each case has been three equally populated layers of a t
gular lattice with slight random perturbations at each latt
site, one layer being at the center and the other two atz5
6H/4. The particle positions are updated by a standard M
tropolis algorithm. The first 10 000 Monte Carlo~MC! steps
~each step beingN attempts to move the particles! are dis-
carded for equilibration, which is checked by monitoring t
energy of the system. The next 10 000 steps are performe
calculate the different quantities of interest.

We report the results from our simulations for the syst
parametersQ51000, particle diameterd51024 cm s @8#,
e580, andT5300 K, which are realistic for a colloida
suspension. For a givenH we varyk* 5k0H, which is evi-
dently equivalent to tuningrM . We illustrate in detail the
case ofH/d520. Figure 1~a! shows the density profile of the
macroionsr(z) calculated by binning thez coordinates of
the particles for differentk* . r(z) shows pronounced
peaked structures, indicating the formation of layers. F
very low k* , there is only one central layer. Ask* in-
creases, two symmetric side layers are formed and the ce
one decays considerably, resulting in a two-layer situati
Increasingk* further, we get a cascade of the formation
several layers. The position vectors of the particles ly
within the half-width of a peak are projected onto the co
stantz5zm plane, wherezm is the position of the peak, an
this projected plane is identified as a layer located az
5zm . For such a layer, we calculate the bond orientat
order parameter defined by

c65K 1

N (
a51,N

1

6 (
b

exp~ i6Qa,b!L ,

where the angular brackets indicate the configuration ave
andQa,b is the angle between a fixed axis~here thex axis!
and the bond joining a particlea with another particleb
lying within a radius 1/@r(zm)#1/2 arounda, r(zm) being
the area density at the peak. The quantityuc6u2 is clearly
sensitive to local crystalline order in the layer:uc6u250 for a
fluid (L) phase anduc6u2Þ0 for a crystal (S) phase of hex-
agonal order. We find that the layers found under differ
situations have fluid order (L). The sequence of transitio
for H/d520 is clearlynL→(n11)L type. We get an iden-
tical sequence forH/d540 as well.

We show in Fig. 1~b! the space-dependent inverse Deb
screening lengthk(0,z)H as a function ofz for k* 54.4
where the system shows 2L arrangement. Clearly, the in
verse Debye screening length does not change apprec
from k2(0,0)52p2/H21k0

2 over the position of the side
layers. We repeat our simulations for the samek* by setting
k(z,z8)5k(0,0) but under the identical external potenti
and get a density profile insignificantly different from th
space-dependent case, as is apparent in Fig. 1~a!. We thus
conclude that the system behaves to a large extent as if
an effective inverse screening lengthke f f5k(0,0), indepen-
dent ofz. Note thatke f f

2 .k0
2 , an enhancement of the scree

ing proportional to 1/H2, completely due to the confinemen
induced by the charged plates.
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3402 PRE 58J. CHAKRABARTI AND H. LÖWEN
To identify the generic effect of the confinement due
the charged plates, we compare our results (k* 515.0) with
a situation of screened Coulomb particles with inve
screening lengthke f f , confined by two hard walls, namely
in an external potentialV0d(z6H/2) with V05` instead of
f(z)/kBT. The density profile, shown in Fig. 1~c!, indicates
an extremely sharp and strong layer close to the hard w
in contrast to relatively broader and weaker side lay
formed in the presence of the external potential for both
space-dependent and the space-independent screening
immense qualitative difference is immediately apparent fr
the snapshots in Fig. 2. The snapshots of three configura
~5000 MC steps apart after equilibration! in the layer close to
the hard walls, shown in Fig. 2~a!, clearly indicate an onse
of precrystallization@6#, which is further supported by a hig
value of uc6u2 (50.44). To the contrary, the precrystalliza
tion is completely absent in the other cases, as is appa

FIG. 1. ~a! Density profiler(z) vs z plot from simulations for
k* 50.5 ~solid line!, k* 54.4 ~dashed line!, and k* 56.0 ~dotted
line! with the space-dependent screening andk* 54.4 with the
space-independent screening~dot-dashed line!. The space-
dependent and the space-independent cases are almost ind
guishable.~b! k(0,z)H vs z plot for k* 54.4. ~c! r(z) vs z plot
with k* 515.0 for the hard-wall case~solid line!, the space-
independent screening~dashed line!, and the space-depende
screening~dotted line!. H/d520 in all the cases.
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from the snapshots depicted in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. We have
explicitly verified that our results do not change under long
runs for the same system size and for a larger system
(N5768).

MEAN-FIELD THEORY

The inhibition to the precrystallization can be understo
by considering the mean-field energetic coupli
1
2 *V(r uu ,z,r uu8 ,z8)r(r uu ,z)r(r uu8 ,z8) between the layers. Fo
simplicity we treat the system with three layers and igno
the in-layer structure and their widths. In this tremendou
simplified picture, r(rW uu ,z)5rsd(z2z0)1rcd(z)1rsd(z
1z0), whererc is the area density at the central layer andrs
is the area density of the two side layers situated atz5
6z0 , satisfying the constraint 2rs1rc5rMH. The resulting
mean-field energy per unit area, including the external pot
tial contribution, can be written asE5A(z0)rs

21B(z0)rs ,
where

tin-

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the outermost layer@Fig. 1~c!# for three
well-equilibrated configurations, 5000 MC steps apart~circles, step
0; squares, step 5000; triangles, step 10 000 after equilibrati!,
with k* 515.0 andH/d520. ~a! The hard-wall case,~b! the space-
independent screening, and~c! the space-dependent screening in t
presence of the external potential. The onset of precrystallizatio
~a! and its absence in~b! and ~c! are noteworthy.
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A~z0!5
2pe2

e
Q2F 1

ks
1

2

kc
24

exp2~z0kd!

kd

1
1

2

exp2~2z0kd!

kd
G ,

B~z0!5
2pe2

e
Q2F ekBT

4p2e2

~k0H !2

QH S exp2~z0kd!

kd
2

1

kc
D G

12Qf~z!,

kc5k(z50,z850), ks5k(z5z0 ,z85z0), and kd5k(z
50,z85z0). Note that a one-layer structure is given byrs
50. The transition to the three-layer structure, withrsÞ0,
will involve the change in sign ofA(z0) in the (k* ,z0) plane
for a given set of system parameters (Q,H/d,ekBT). Once,
however, the three-layer structure emerges, the outward
gration of the side layers, involving no further change of s
of A(z0), will be governed by the competition between d
ferent terms ofB(z0). The z0 dependence ofB(z0) comes
from the repulsion on the side layers by the central layer
pushes the side layers outward, given by

2pe2

e
Q2F ekBT

4p2e2

~k0H !2

QH Gexp2~z0kd!

kd
,

and the external potential that pushes them inward. W
increasingk* , the repulsion due to the central layer i
creases, pushing the side layers closer to the walls, bu
external potential repels them strongly, preventing their o
ward movement, as well as restricting their populatio
which in turn would disfavor the possibility of the in-laye
symmetry breaking, namely, from liquid order to crystal o
der. Note that the essence of the argument does not cha
even if the screening does not depend onz.

To make this qualitative picture more apparent, we mi
mize the free energy per unit areaF52rsln rs1rcln rc1E
and the area densitiesrs andrc at the minimum are mappe
to an effective two-dimensional hard-disk system through
Barker-Henderson~BH! perturbation theory@9# to identify
the phases in different layers. So far the effective hard-d
area fraction does not exceed the random close-packed
~50.9!; we identify a layer to have crystal order (S) if it
exceeds 0.7, otherwise the order is taken to be fluid (L) @10#.
The numerical calculations are performed for the same
rameters as in the simulations. We find a sequence of or
ing ~Fig. 3! 1L→1S→LLL→LSL with increasing k* ,
where the middle letter indicates the phase at the cen
layer and the outer ones those in the side layers@11#. This
sequence clearly indicates a situation opposite to precry
lization, which qualitatively supports our simulation obse
vations. However, we do not findLSL ordering in our simu-
lations. The simulations show that beyond 3L order the
system becomes unstable to the formation of more than t
layers, which is obviously not accounted for in our theo
The presence of the 1S layer in our theory rather than the 2L
layers found in the simulations is presumably an artifact d
to neglecting the width of the layers.
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CONCLUSION

We conclude the paper by stressing the fact that a co
dal suspension confined in a pair of charged plates is c
acterized by the marked absence of theprecrystallization
tendency. Careful experiments will be needed to verify t
interesting consequence of the confinement. Since we ign
the impurity ions here, we expect our prediction to hold
the cases of strongly deionized colloids. Our analysis igno
the effect due to the image charges, which amounts to
suming that there is no discontinuity of the dielectric co
stant across the plates, which is present though across
charged glass plates in the experiment@3#. However, the im-
age charges do not produce essentially different effects in
linear theory@12#. More importantly, however, the nonlin
earities due to the bilayers formed in the vicinity of th
charged walls, neglected in our work, coupled with the eff
of the image charges, lead to the experimentally obser
crossover from interparticle repulsion to attraction, as h
been shown very recently@13#. This crossover takes plac
over a region sufficiently close to the walls, typically n
explored by the particles in the system in our work, whi
gives a posteriori justification to the linear theory in the
regime that we have considered here. Nevertheless, it wil
worth carrying out first-principles simulations in the dire
tion of Ref.@14# for confined colloids to verify the importan
nonlinear effects along with that due to the image charg
More theoretical calculations on our model, especially
inclusion of the width of the layers and the in-layer ord
parameters rather than the BH mapping, would certainly
important. We hope to report some of these studies in
future.
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FIG. 3. Mean-field phase diagram in theH/d-k* plane. The
solid lines are guides to the eye.
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